Introducing the GPS Smart Shoe

The smartest shoes you will ever own.

GPS Smart Shoe by GTX Corp (GTXO) is now available in sizes 7 to 14 for both men and women. The shoe is ideal for keeping an eye on Alzheimer’s patients from afar via the convenient online Viewing Portal.

“Athletes who excel in sports like Bicycling and Long Distance Running use GPS to track their progress while training. This is no different”, says CEO Patrick Bertagna. “Just like a coach monitoring your trainee, you can make sure Dad has not wandered off. We even have a barrier breach warning (GEO Fence). If the wearer wanders out of the designated area, you will receive a warning via text message.”

http://www.gpsshoe.com/

Patrick Bertagna, GTX Corp. - 10/26/2010 - Global Positioning System (GPS) is a worldwide radio-navigation system formed from the constellation of 24 satellites and their ground stations. The Global Positioning System is mainly funded and controlled by the U.S Department of Defense (DOD). The system was initially designed for the operation of U. S. military. But today, there are also many civil users of GPS across the whole world. The civil users are allowed to use the Standard Positioning Service without any kind of charge or restrictions.